SkE FAQ: Frequently asked questions

1. Why do I get different hit counts for, for example, concordances and in word lists?
2. I'd like help on setting Web Boot Cat parameters for building a corpus from web data?
3. Where can I find the Sketch Grammar for TreeTagger French/English/etc...
4. How do I add metadata to a corpus if I have a mapping from existing metadata, without recompiling?
5. [RelFreqNorm What does Rel (%) on the text type frequency page mean?]
6. What is the meaning of some corpus structures (g, gap,...)?
7. Why size of concordance retrieved via API is sometimes increasing when the API call is repeated?
9. Where can I find my subscription payment history including invoices?
10. I'd like to change my payment information. Is there a way to do this other than unsubscribing and re-subscribing?